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Abstract—We present the twin-precision technique for integer multipliers. The twin-precision technique can reduce the
power dissipation by adapting a multiplier to the bitwidth of the
operands being computed. The technique also enables an increased
computational throughput, by allowing several narrow-width operations to be computed in parallel. We describe how to apply the
twin-precision technique also to signed multiplier schemes, such
as Baugh–Wooley and modified-Booth multipliers. It is shown
that the twin-precision delay penalty is small (5%–10%) and that
a significant reduction in power dissipation (40%–70%) can be
achieved, when operating on narrow-width operands. In an application case study, we show that by extending the multiplier of a
general-purpose processor with the twin-precision scheme, the execution time of a Fast Fourier Transform is reduced with 15% at a
14% reduction in datapath energy dissipation. All our evaluations
are based on layout-extracted data from multipliers implemented
in 130-nm and 65-nm commercial process technologies.
Index Terms—Area efficient, Baugh–Wooley multiplier, high
speed, low power, modified-Booth multiplier, SIMD, twin-precision.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTIPLICATION is a complex arithmetic operation,
which is reflected in its relatively high signal propagation delay, high power dissipation, and large area requirement.
When choosing a multiplier for a digital system, the bitwidth
of the multiplier is required to be at least as wide as the largest
operand of the applications that are to be executed on that digital system. The bitwidth of the multiplier is, therefore, often
much larger than the data represented inside the operands, which
leads to unnecessarily high power dissipation and unnecessary
long delay. This resource waste could partially be remedied by
having several multipliers, each with a specific bitwidth, and
use the particular multiplier with the smallest bitwidth that is
large enough to accommodate the current multiplication. Such
a scheme would assure that a multiplication would be computed
on a multiplier that has been optimized in terms of power and
delay for that specific bitwidth. However, using several multipliers with different bitwidths would not be an efficient solution,
mainly because of the huge area overhead.1
There have been several studies on operand bitwidths of integer applications and it has been shown that for the SPECint95
benchmarks more than 50% of the instructions are instructions
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1There is also a potential static power overhead of inactive multipliers, but
this could be alleviated by power gating.

where both operands are less than or equal to 16 bits [1] (henceforth called narrow-width operations). This property has been
explored to save power, through operand guarding [1]–[3]. In
operand guarding the most significant bits of the operands are
not switched, thus power is saved in the arithmetic unit when
multiple narrow-width operations are computed consecutively.
Brooks et al. [1] showed that power dissipation can be reduced
by gating of the upper part of narrow-width operands. For the
SPECint95 and MediaBench benchmarks, the power reduction
of an operand-guarded integer unit was 54% and 58%, respectively, which accounts for a total power reduction of 5–6% for
an entire datapath.
Narrow-width operands have also been used to increase instruction throughput, by computing several narrow-width operations in parallel on a full-width datapath. Loh [4] showed a
7% speedup for the SPECint2000 benchmarks by using a simple
64-bit ALU, which excluded the multiplier, in parallel with four
simple 16-bit ALUs that share a 64-bit routing. Brooks et al. [1]
did a similar investigation, where they envisioned a 64-bit adder
that could be separated into four 16-bit adders by severing the
carry chain.
There have been several studies on operand guarding for multipliers. Huang et al. [2] introduced two-dimensional operand
guarding for array multipliers, resulting in a power dissipation
that was only 33% of a conventional array multiplier. Han et al.
[3] did a similar investigation on a 32-bit Wallace multiplier and
were able to reduce the switching activity by 72% with the use
of 16-bit operand guarding.
While there have been a lot of work on simple schemes for
operand guarding, work that simultaneously considers multiplication throughput is more scarce. Achieving double throughput
for a multiplier is not as straightforward as, for example, in an
adder, where the carry chain can be cut at the appropriate place
to achieve narrow-width additions. It is of course possible to use
several multipliers, where at least two have narrow bitwidth, and
let them share the same routing, as in the work of Loh, but such a
scheme has several drawbacks: i) The total area of the multipliers
would increase, since several multiplier units are used. ii) The
use of several multipliers increases the fanout of the signals that
drive the inputs of the multipliers. Higher fanout means longer
delays and/or higher power dissipation. iii) There would be a need
for multiplexers that connect the active multiplier(s) to the result
route. These multiplexers would be in the critical path, increasing
total delay as well as power dissipation. Work has been done to
use 4:2-reduction stages to combine small tree multipliers into
larger multipliers [5], [6]. This can be done in several stages, creating a larger multiplier out of smaller for each extra 4:2 reduction
stage. The desired bitwidth of the multiplication is then obtained
by using multiplexers, which has a negative effect on the delay.
We present the twin-precision technique [7] that offers the
same power reduction as operand guarding and the possi-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of an unsigned 8-bit multiplication.

bility of performing double-throughput multiplications. The
twin-precision technique is an efficient way of achieving double
throughput in a multiplier with low area overhead and with only
a small delay penalty. We show how to apply the twin-precision
technique on signed multipliers based on the regular High
Performance Multiplier (HPM) [2] reduction tree. The two
algorithms for signed multiplications that have been used are
Baugh–Wooley and the popular modified-Booth algorithm.
To exemplify the practical value of the twin-precision technique, we have added a light-weight SIMD extension that
utilizes a twin-precision multiplier to a simple five-stage processor (similar to a MIPS R2000 [8]). In comparison to the
baseline processor, the modified processor has negligible delay
and power overhead, but can still achieve significant application
speedups and energy savings by utilizing its intrinsic SIMD
capabilities.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the
twin-precision technique in Section II. This is followed by a
description of how the twin-precision technique can be applied
to a Baugh–Wooley, Section III, and a modified-Booth multiplier, Section IV. The evaluation setup and netlist generation
is reviewed in Section V, whereas Section VI and Section VII
present the evaluation results for a 130-nm and a 65-nm process,
respectively. Section VIII presents the proportion of narrowwidth (16-bit) multiplications in some typical embedded applications, while Section IX presents a case study. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section X.
II. TWIN-PRECISION FUNDAMENTALS
Initially we present the twin-precision technique using an
illustration of unsigned binary multiplication. In an unsigned
binary multiplication each bit of one of the operands, called
the multiplier, is multiplied with the second operand, called
multiplicand
(1)
That way one row of partial products is generated. Each row
of partial products is shifted according to the position of the
bit of the multiplier, forming what is commonly called the partial-product array. Finally, partial products that are in the same
column are summed together, forming the final result. An illustration of an 8-bit multiplication is shown in Fig. 1. Let us look at
what happens when the precision of the operands is smaller than
the multiplier we intend to use. In this case, the most significant
bits of the operands will only contain zeros, thus large parts of

Fig. 2. Illustration of an unsigned 8-bit multiplication, where the precision of
the operands is smaller than the precision of the multiplication. Unused bits of
operands and product, as well as unused partial products, are shown in gray.

Fig. 3. Illustration of an unsigned 8-bit multiplication, where a 4-bit multiplication, shown in white, is computed in parallel with a second 4-bit multiplication,
shown in black.

the partial-product array will consist of zeros. Further, the summation of the most significant part of the partial-product array
and the most significant bits of the final result will only consist
of zeros. An illustration of an 8-bit multiplication, where the
precision of the operands is four bits, is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows that large parts of the partial-product array only
consist of zeros and are, thus, not contributing any useful information to the final result. What if these partial products could
be utilized for a second, concurrent multiplication?
Since partial products of the same column are summed together, it would not be wise to use any of the partial products
that are in the same column as the multiplication that is already
computed. Looking closer at the 4-bit multiplication marked in
white in Fig. 2, one can also observe that the column at position
should not be used either. This is because that column might
have a carry from the active part of the partial-product array that
will constitute the final . Altogether this makes only the partial products in the most significant part of the partial-product
array available for a second multiplication.
In order to be able to use the partial products in the most significant part, there has to be a way of setting their values. For this
we can use the most significant bits of the operands, since these
are not carrying any useful information. If we are only looking
at the upper half of the operands, the partial products generated
from these bits are the ones shown in black in Fig. 3. By setting
the other partial products to zero, it is possible to perform two
multiplications within the same partial-product array, without
changing the way the summation of the partial-product array is
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done. How the partial products, shown in gray, can be set to zero
will be presented in the implementation section later on.
Assume, for now, that there is a way of setting unwanted partial products to zero: Now it suddenly becomes possible to partition the multiplier into two smaller multipliers that can compute multiplications in parallel. In the above illustrations the two
smaller multiplications have been chosen such that they are of
equal size. This is not necessary for the technique to work. Any
size of the two smaller multiplications can be chosen, as long
as the precision of the two smaller multiplications together are
of the multiplication
equal or smaller than the full precision
(2)

Fig. 4. Block diagram of an unsigned 8-bit array multiplier.

To be able to distinguish between the two smaller multiplications, they are referred to as the multiplication in the Least Sig,
nificant Part (LSP) of the partial-product array with size
shown in white, and the multiplication in the Most Significant
, shown in black. It is functionally
Part (MSP) with size
possible to partition the multiplier into even more multiplications. For example, it would be possible to partition a 64-bit
multiplier into four 16-bit multiplications. Given a number of
low-precision multiplications, their total size needs to be smaller
or equal to the full-precision multiplication
(3)
In the remainder of this paper, the precision of the two smaller
of the
multiplications will be equal and half the precision
of the multiplier.
full precision
A. A First Implementation
The basic operation of generating a partial product is that of
a 1-bit multiplication using a two-input AND gate, where one
of the input signals is one bit of the multiplier and the second
input signal is one bit of the multiplicand. The summation of the
partial products can be done in many different ways, but for this
investigation we are only interested in parallel multipliers that
are based on 3:2 full adders.2 For this first implementation an
array of adders will be used because of its close resemblance to
the previously used illustration of a multiplication; see Fig. 4.
In the previous section we assumed that there is a way of setting unwanted partial products to zero. This is easily accomplished by changing the two-input AND gate to a three-input
AND gate, where the extra input can be used for a control signal.
Of course, only the AND gates of the partial products that have
to be set to zero need to be changed to a three-input version.
During normal operation when a full-precision multiplication is
executed the control signal is set to high, thus all partial products
are generated as normal and the array of adders will sum them
together and create the final result. When the control signal is
set to low the unwanted partial products will become zero. Since
the summation of the partial products is not overlapping, there
is no need to modify the array of adders. The array of adders
will produce the result of the two multiplications in the upper
2Higher-radix

compression is compatible with our strategy.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of an unsigned 8-bit twin-precision array multiplier. The
TP signal is used for controlling if one full-precision multiplication should be
computed (TP = high) or two 4-bit multiplications should be computed in
parallel (TP = low).

and lower part of the final output. The block diagram of an 8-bit
twin-precision array multiplier capable of computing two 4-bit
multiplications is shown in Fig. 5. The two multiplications have
been colored in white and black to visualize what part of the
adder array is used for what multiplication.
More flexibility might be desired, like the possibility to
compute a single narrow-width multiplication or two parallel
narrow-width multiplications, within the same multiplier. This
can be done by changing the two-input AND gates for the
partial-product generation of the narrow-width multiplications
as well. In the array multiplier in Fig. 5, the AND gates for the
4-bit MSP multiplication, shown in black, can be changed to
three-input AND gates to which a second control signal can be
added. Assuming the multiplier is divided into two equal parts,
this modification makes it possible to either compute an -bit,
-bit or two concurrent
-bit multiplications.
a single
B. An HPM Implementation
The array multiplier in the previous section was only used
to show the principle of the twin-precision technique. For highspeed and/or low-power implementations, a reduction tree with
logarithmic logic depth, such as TDM [9], Dadda [10], Wallace
[11] or HPM [12] is preferred for summation of the partial products. Such a log-depth reduction tree has the benefit of shorter
logic depth. Further, a log-depth tree suffers from fewer glitches
making it less power dissipating. A twin-precision implementation based on the regular HPM reduction tree is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of a signed 8-bit multiplication, using the Baugh–Wooley
algorithm.
Fig. 6. Block diagram of an unsigned 8-bit twin-precision multiplier that is
based on the regular HPM reduction tree. A 4-bit multiplication, shown in white,
can be computed in parallel with a second 4-bit multiplication, shown in black.
For simplicity of the figure the AND gates for partial-product generation is not
shown and a ripple carry is used as final adder.

C. The Final Adder
The ripple-carry adder has been used as a final adder to simplify the figures and the description of the twin-precision technique. However, the ripple-carry adder can be exchanged for
any other more suitable adder, without modifying the adder itself. The reason for this is that when operating on narrow-width
operations, there will be no carry passing between the two multiplications and hence, no modification of the adder is needed.

Fig. 8. Illustration of a signed 8-bit multiplication, using the Baugh–Wooley
algorithm, where one 4-bit multiplication, shown in white, is computed in parallel with a second 4-bit multiplication, shown in black.

III. A BAUGH–WOOLEY IMPLEMENTATION
In the previous section, the concept of twin-precision was introduced by way of an unsigned multiplication example. However, for many applications signed multiplications are needed
and consequently an unsigned multiplier is of limited use. In this
section a twin-precision multiplier based on the Baugh–Wooley
(BW) algorithm will be presented.
A. Algorithms for Baugh–Wooley
The BW algorithm [13] is a relative straightforward way of
performing signed multiplications. Fig. 7 illustrates the algorithm for an 8-bit case, where the partial-product array has been
reorganized according to the scheme of Hatamian [14]. The creation of the reorganized partial-product array comprises three
steps: i) the most significant partial product of the first
rows and the last row of partial products except the most significant have to be negated, ii) a constant one is added to the th
column, iii) the most significant bit (MSB) of the final result is
negated.
B. Twin-Precision Using the Baugh–Wooley Algorithm
It is not as easy to deploy the twin-precision technique onto a
BW multiplication as it is for the unsigned multiplication, where
only parts of the partial products need to be set to zero. To be
multiplications, it is necessary
able to compute two signed
to make a more sophisticated modification of the partial-product
array. Fig. 8 illustrates an 8-bit BW multiplication, in which two
4-bit multiplications have been depicted in white and black.
When comparing the illustration of Fig. 7 with that of Fig. 8
one can see that the only modification needed to compute the

4-bit multiplication in the MSP of the array is an extra sign
. For the 4-bit multiplication in the LSP
bit ‘1’ in column
of the array, there is a need for some more modifications. In
the active partial-product array of the 4-bit LSP multiplication
(shown in white), the most significant partial product of all
rows, except the last, needs to be negated. For the last row
it is the opposite, here all partial products, except the most
significant, are negated. Also for this multiplication a sign bit
‘1’ is needed, but this time in column . Finally the MSB of
the results needs to be negated to get the correct result of the
two 4-bit multiplications.
To allow for the full-precision multiplication of size to coin the same multiexist with two multiplications of size
plier, it is necessary to modify the partial-product generation and
-bit multiplication in the MSP of
the reduction tree. For the
the array all that is needed is to add a control signal that can be
-bit multiplication is to be computed
set to high, when the
multiplication is to be
and to low, when the full precision
computed. To compute the
-bit multiplication in the LSP
of the array, certain partial products need to be negated. This
can easily be accomplished by changing the two-input AND gate
that generates the partial product to a two-input NAND gate followed by an XOR gate. The second input of the XOR gate can
then be used to invert the output of the NAND gate. When com-bit LSP multiplication, the control input to the
puting the
XOR gate is set to low making it work as a buffer. When computing a full-precision
multiplication the same signal is set
to high making the XOR work as an inverter. Finally the MSB
of the result needs to be negated and this can again be achieved
by using an XOR gate together with an inverted version of the
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Fig. 10. 8-bit modified-Booth encoding.

Fig. 9. Block diagram of a signed 8-bit multiplication, using the
Baugh–Wooley algorithm, where one 4-bit multiplication, shown in white, is
computed in parallel with a second 4-bit multiplication, shown in black.

control signal for the XOR gates used in the partial-product generation. Setting unwanted partial products to zero can be done
by three-input AND gates as for the unsigned case.
Fig. 9 shows an implementation of a twin-precision 8-bit BW
multiplier. The modifications of the reduction tree compared to
the unsigned 8-bit multiplier in Fig. 6 consist of three things;
i) the half adders in column 4 and 8 have been changed to full
adders in order to fit the extra sign bits that are needed, ii) for
the sign bit of the 4-bit MSP multiplication there is no half adder
that can be changed in column 12, so here an extra half adder has
been added, which makes it necessary to also add half adders for
the following columns of higher precision, and iii) finally XOR
gates have been added at the output of column 7 and 15 so that
they can be inverted.
The simplicity of the twin-precision BW implementation
makes it easy to also compute unsigned multiplications. All
that is needed is to set the control signals accordingly, such that
none of the partial products are negated, the XOR gates are set
to not negate the final result and all the sign bits are set to zero.
IV. A MODIFIED-BOOTH IMPLEMENTATION
Modified Booth (MB) is a popular and common algorithm
for implementation of signed multipliers. MB is a more complicated algorithm than Baugh–Wooley (BW), but it has the advantage of only producing half the number of partial products.
In this section a twin-precision multiplier based on the MB algorithm will be presented.
A. Algorithms for Modified Booth
The original Booth algorithm [15] is a way of coding the parmultiplication. This
tial products generated during a
is done by considering two bits at a time of the multiplier, , and
coding them into { 2, 1, 0, 1, 2}. The encoded number is then
multiplied with the multiplicand, , into a row of recoded partial
products. The number of recoded partial products is fewer than
for a scheme with unrecoded partial products, which during implementation may translate into higher performance.
The drawback of the original Booth algorithm is that the
number of generated partial products depends on the -mul-

Fig. 11. Illustration of a signed 8-bit multiplication using the modified-Booth
algorithm.

tiplier, which makes the Booth algorithm unsuitable for
implementation in hardware. The modified-Booth (MB) algorithm [16] by MacSorley remedies this by looking at three bits
at a time of the multiplier. Then we are guaranteed that only
half the number of partial products will be generated, compared
to a conventional partial product generation using two-input
AND gates. With a fixed number of partial products the MB
algorithm is suitable for hardware implementation. Fig. 10
shows which parts of the multiplier that are encoded and used
to recode the multiplicand into a row of partial products.
An MB multiplier works internally with two’s complement representation of the partial products, in order to be
able to multiply the encoded { 2, 1} with the multiplicand.
To avoid having to sign extend the rows of recoded partial
products, the sign-extension prevention scheme presented by
Fadavi–Ardekani [17] has been used in our twin-precision
implementation. In two’s complement representation, a change
of sign includes the insertion of a ‘1’ at the Least Significant
Bit (LSB) position. To avoid getting an irregular partial-product
array we draw on the idea of Yeh et al. [18], called modified
partial-product array. The idea is to pre-compute the impact on
the two least significant positions of a row of recoded partial
products by the insertion of a ‘1’ during sign change. The
pre-computation calculates the addition of the LSB with the
potential ‘1’, from which the sum is used as the new LSB for
the row of recoded partial products. A potential carry from
the pre-computation is inserted at the second least significant
position. The pre-computation of the new LSB can be done
according to (4). The pre-computation of a potential carry is as
given by (5). Here (5) is different from that presented by Yeh
et al. [18].
(4)
(5)
Fig. 11 shows an illustration of an 8-bit MB multiplication with
the sign-extension prevention and modified partial-product
array scheme.
B. Twin-Precision Using the Modified-Booth Algorithm
Implementing the twin-precision scheme on the MB algorithm is not as straightforward as for the BW case (Section III).
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Fig. 12. Illustration of a signed 8-bit multiplication, using the modified-Booth
algorithm, where one 4-bit multiplication, shown in white, is computed in parallel with a second 4-bit multiplication, shown in black.

It is not possible to take the partial products from the full-precision MB multiplication and use only the partial products that are
of interest for the narrow-width MB multiplications. The reason
for this is that all partial products are not computed the same way
and there exist several special cases that need to be handled.
By comparing the two multiplications in Figs. 11 and 12 (for
), we can see what needs to be handled in
which we used
order to switch between the different modes of operation:
and
during
• The partial products that are denoted
normal 8-bit multiplication (Fig. 11) need to define partial products that are used to prevent sign extension in the
narrow-width 4-bit multiplication in the LSP (Fig. 12).
and
during
• The partial-products that are denoted
and
normal 8-bit multiplication need to define
for the narrow-width 4-bit multiplication in the MSP.
and
that are needed for the multiplica• The
tion in the MSP have to be added.
• The pattern of 1’s and 0’s for the normal 8-bit multiplication cannot be used in narrow-width mode. For the two
4-bit multiplications, we need two shorter patterns of 1’s
and 0’s.
The implementation of the MB twin-precision multiplication
does not call for any significant changes to the reduction tree
of a conventional MB multiplier. When comparing the multiplications in Figs. 11 and 12, we can see that the position of the
signals in the lowest row is the only difference that has an impact on the reduction tree. This means that there is a need for an
and
) compared
extra input in two of the columns (
to the conventional MB multiplier; this requires two extra half
adders in the reduction tree.
The biggest difference between a conventional MB multiplier
and a twin-precision MB multiplier is the generation of inputs
to the reduction tree. To switch between modes of operation,
logic is added to the recoder to allow for generation of the partial products needed, for sign-extension prevention as well as
, which are needed for
-bit multiplications in the LSP
and the MSP, respectively. There is also a need for multiplexers
that, depending on the mode of operation, select the appropriate
signal as input to the reduction tree. Further, partial products that
-bit multipliare not being used during the computation of
cations have to be set to zero in order to not corrupt the computation. An example of an 8-bit MB twin-precision multiplier is
shown in Fig. 13.
The recoding logic can be implemented in many different
ways. For this implementation we have chosen the recoding

Fig. 13. Block diagram of a signed 8-bit multiplication using the modifiedBooth algorithm, where a 4-bit multiplication, shown in white, is computed in
parallel with a second 4-bit multiplication, shown in black.

Fig. 14. Encode and decode circuit for modified Booth.

Fig. 15. Encoding scheme for two 4-bit multiplications.

scheme presented by Yeh et al. [18]. The circuits for encoding
and decoding are shown in Fig. 14.
For the partial products that need to be set to zero, the output
of the decode circuit can be connected to the input of a twoinput AND gate. The second input of the AND gate can then
be used as a control signal, as in the case of the unsigned and
BW implementations. This is a straightforward method, and it
is possible to construct more efficient solutions for setting the
partial product to zero, if the option of custom designed cells is
available. The latter is not necessary for correct function, but it
could increase the speed of the decode circuit.
For correct operation the input to the encoder for the first
-bit MSP multiplication has to be set to zero,
row in the
as its input. An example of the encoding
instead of using
scheme for two 4-bit multiplications is shown in Fig. 15.
-bit multiplications,
In order to separate the two different
such that the multiplication in the LSP does not interfere with
the multiplication in the MSP, we need to consider another issue.
By looking at the pattern of 1’s and 0’s that is used for sign-extension prevention, we see that the most significant ‘1’ is only
bit. However, the carry that potenused to invert the final
tially could be generated by this extra ‘1’ does not affect for the
final result. If the most significant ‘1’ for the multiplication in
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the LSP would be inserted into the reduction tree it would mean
that a carry could be generated. This potential carry would propagate into the multiplication in the MSP and corrupt the result.
To avoid inserting the most significant ‘1’, an XOR gate is added
-bit LSP mulafter the final adder allowing the MSB of the
tiplication to be negated, which is the sole purpose of the most
significant ‘1’.
V. NETLIST GENERATION AND EVALUATION SETUP
To evaluate the efficiency of the twin-precision technique
a multiplier generator was written [19]. The generator is
capable of generating VHDL descriptions of conventional
Baugh–Wooley (BW) and modified-Booth (MB) multipliers
as well as twin-precision versions of both of these, according
to the schemes presented in Sections III and IV.3 The VHDL
generator was verified to generate correct multipliers of sizes
up to 16 bits by simulating all possible input patterns and verifying the result using Cadence NC-VHDL [21]. For multipliers
larger than 16 bits, the functionality was verified by feeding the
multipliers with one million random input vectors and verifying
the result.
The VHDL descriptions were synthesized using Synopsys
Design Compiler [22] together with a commercially available
1.2-V 130-nm process. The synthesized netlist was taken
through place-and-route using Cadence Encounter [23]. To
create a common interface to the multipliers and ease the usage
of the EDA tools that do not interact efficiently with purely
combinatorial circuits, registers were inserted at the primary
multiplier inputs and outputs. Delay estimations are based on
RC extracted data from the placed-and-routed netlists, while
power estimates are obtained after applying value change dump
(VCD) statistics of simulations of 10 000 random input vectors
for each of the possible modes of operation. Delay, power,
and area figures include the input and output registers on the
multipliers and are given for the worst-case corner at 1.08 V.
The timing constraints for place-and-route were set systematically through extensive use of scripting; the goal was to push
the limits of the timing for each generated VHDL description.4
This strategy indeed achieves a fast implementation, however,
the power dissipation becomes high, due to excessive buffering
and resizing of gates. Therefore, the timing was relaxed with
100, 300, and 600 ps, relative to the fastest timing obtained for
each implementation. Power estimates were subsequently obtained for each timing constraint.
A. Synthesis and Layout of Baugh–Wooley Netlists
Our timing analysis showed that the simplicity of the BW
implementation comes with an added benefit in that it does not
create high fanout signals. The signals with highest fanout in the
BW case are the input signals, which are connected to the input
of two-input AND gates for a multiplier of size . This creates
a reasonable fanout of the input signals for multipliers up to at
3A Kogge–Stone [20] adder was chosen as final adder for all types of multipliers.
4For the twin-precision implementations, the control signals for switching
mode between
1
2, and 2
2 were not included when estimating
timing. However, these control signals do not have any significant effect on the
timing in a practical case, as will be shown in Section IX.

N; 2 N=

2 N=

Fig. 16. Buffered encode circuit for fanout reduction.

least 64 bits, without degrading the performance significantly.
The mapping of the BW multiplier code to gate-level netlist
during synthesis was only constrained in the way that half and
full adders of the reduction tree were mapped to their respective
minimum-size cells and the map effort in Design Compiler was
set to high.
B. Synthesis and Layout of Modified-Booth Netlists
The first attempt at creating layouts for the VHDL generated
MB multipliers exposed a big problem with high fanout signals.
This can easily be realized by investigating the encode and decode circuits from Fig. 14. As can be seen, the
input signal
goes straight through the encoder as the NEG signal and drives
two XNOR gates for each partial product of a single row. This
means that the fanout of half of the primary -inputs is at least
XNOR gates for a multiplier of size . Further, the encoder
decoders creating a need for
outputs X1, Z, and X2 drive
large XOR and XNOR gates in the encode stage, which increases
the fanout of the -inputs even more.
To deal with the fanout problem, the fanout of X1, Z and X2
was reduced by instantiating multiple encoders for each row
signal, an
of partial products. To limit the fanout of the
inverter buffer was inserted to drive the NEG signal. Finally,
, and
,
minimum-size inverters were added to
inputs of the encoder, thus, the fanout of primary -inputs is
reduced. The new encode circuit is shown in Fig. 16.
The mapping of the MB multiplier code to a gate-level netlist
was constrained in such way that Design Compiler could not
remove the minimum-size inverters of the new encoder, Fig. 16.
In all other respects the synthesized netlist of the MB multiplier
was constrained in the same way as the BW netlist. In other
words, half and full adders of the reduction tree were mapped to
their respective cells of minimum size from the cell library and
the map effort was set to high.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One of the goals of the twin-precision technique is to keep
the performance degradation of the multiplier’s full-precision
operation at a minimum. To compare twin-precision implementations against conventional Baugh–Wooley (BW) and modified-Booth multipliers (MB), each multiplier was taken through
the EDA flow outlined previously.
Fig. 17 shows the delay and power dissipation for conventional and twin-precision BW and MB multipliers of size 16,
32, and 48 bits. The figure shows how the power changes as
the timing requirements are relaxed with 100, 300, and 600 ps.
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Fig. 17. The power dissipation for different timing constraints applied to conventional and twin-precision Baugh–Wooley and modified-Booth multipliers of
size 16, 32, and 48 bits.

A clear trend is that a BW implementation is more power efficient than a MB implementation. However, a MB implementation can, in some cases, exhibit higher maximum speed.
The result of the comparison of the twin-precision implementations with their conventional counterparts is that a twin-precision implementation of Baugh–Wooley performs equal in terms
of delay for the 16- and 48-bit case and is only 160 ps slower
for the 32-bit case. When we consider power, the twin-precision
implementation dissipates 8%, 5%, and 6% more power than a
conventional 16-, 32-, and 48-bit BW implementation.
From our results it is clear that the complexity of the MB
recoding circuit makes it difficult to efficiently update an MB
implementation into a twin-precision multiplier. The MB twinprecision implementation has the poorest performance, both in
terms of delay and power, of the four compared implementation
choices.

Fig. 18. The delay for conventional and twin-precision Baugh–Wooley and
modified-Booth multipliers of sizes from 8 to 64 bits.

Fig. 19. The energy-per-operation for conventional and twin-precision
Baugh–Wooley and modified-Booth multipliers of sizes from 8 to 64 bits.

A. Delay
It is clear that the delay is not greatly degraded by the introduction of the twin-precision technique. Fig. 18 shows the minimum delay for conventional and twin-precision BW and MB
multipliers. As can be seen the difference in timing is not large,
ranging from 0 to 150 ps in difference when comparing the two
BW multipliers.5 The figure shows that a twin-precision BW implementation is the better choice compared to a twin-precision
MB implementation.
B. Energy per Operation
One of the reasons to choose a twin-precision implementation instead of a conventional multiplier implementation is that
energy can be saved6 by reducing the precision of the multiplier, when operating on narrow-width operands. To compute
the energy-per-operation, we extracted delay and power values
(Fig. 17) for various sizes of each multiplier design. We then
5Not

counting the 64-bit implementation.

6The

other reason is to improve computational throughput.

computed the energy, as
, for each delay
and power pair and from these we chose the smallest energy for
each multiplier design and size. The result from this investigation is shown in Fig. 19.
The twin-precision multiplier on average has 10% higher
energy-per-operation, when operating on full-precision -bit
data, than a conventional BW implementation. However, for
half of the implementations the energy is on average only 5%
higher. The main benefit, in terms of energy, of the twin-precision technique is when operating the multiplier in narrow-width
mode. Fig. 19 also shows the energy-per-operation for a single
multiplication of size /2-bit when computing two /2 multiplications concurrently. When working with narrow-width data
the twin-precision multiplier has on average 59% lower energy
dissipation than the conventional BW multiplier.
From Fig. 19 we can establish that a MB implementation is
not energy efficient, whether it is a conventional or twin-precision implementation.
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Fig. 21. Power grid for an 8-bit twin-precision Baugh–Wooley implementation.
Fig. 20. The area for conventional and twin-precision Baugh–Wooley and
modified-Booth multipliers of sizes from 8 to 64 bits.

C. Area
Fig. 20 shows that a twin-precision multiplier requires
slightly more area than its conventional counterpart. However,
the twin-precision implementation based on the BW algorithm
is smaller than the commonly used conventional MB implementation.
D. Power Reduction by the Use of Power Gating
Even though the reduction in power by the use of the twinprecision technique is substantial, the power overhead of an
-bit multiplication compared to a conventional multiplier of
is high. For the 32-bit twin-precision BW implemensize
tation operating on a single 16-bit data, the overhead is 55% in
our 130-nm technology evaluation. This overhead is reduced to
15% per operation if the twin-precision multiplier is operating
on two 16-bit data concurrently. The reduction in power overhead is due to less logic of the multiplier being idle and leaking,
and that the static power dissipation of the idle logic is amortized over two 16-bit operations.
To reduce the power dissipation overhead of the narrow-width
mode it is possible to apply power gating, instead of only setting the partial products to zero by the use of three-input AND
gates. Power gating involves adding power switches to the logic
cells that should be gated off when idle, effectively isolating the
cell from the power supply when the cell is idle. The output of
the power-gated cells will, thus, be undefined and to avoid these
signals to interfere with the computation in the active part of
the multiplier, they need to be forced to zero. This can be done
by adding a transistor, on the output of the cells, that is connected to ground. Thus, when the power supply is gated off, the
transistor is activated making the output go low. This calls for
a custom layout though, since such cells, where the output is
forced to zero when power gated, can be hard to find in standard-cell libraries.
To be able to apply power gating to different areas of the partial-product generation, the reduction tree, and the final adder,
a suitable power grid is needed. Fig. 21 shows an example of a
power grid for an 8-bit twin-precision BW multiplier.

Previous work of ours [24] showed that by using precision-dependent power gating based on the SCCMOS technique,
the power overhead for a 16-bit BW multiplier can be reduced
by 53% at a delay penalty of less than 3%. The results from that
work cannot be directly applied to these investigations, because
both process technology and implementation abstraction level
are different.7 However, that work indicates the potential in
using precision-dependent power-gating for reducing the power
dissipation even further for twin-precision multipliers.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION IN A 65-NM PROCESS
We also used a commercial 65-nm process (low power
) to extend our evaluation. We
cell library with standard
implemented four different 32-bit multipliers; a conventional
Baugh–Wooley (BW), a conventional modified-Booth (MB), a
twin-precision BW and a twin-precision MB multiplier.
For this 65-nm EDA flow, Cadence First Encounter [25]
was used for synthesis, placement, and routing. For the 65-nm
process, we did not do the same fanout investigations and
buffer insertions for the MB multipliers, as described for the
130-nm process. All VHDL descriptions were taken through
the EDA flow using the same script and setup. The synthesis
was restricted to use only full and half adder cells. However,
the technology mapping algorithm is able to improve the designated gate structure, and thus the adder functionality in some
cases is implemented as a set of elementary standard cells.
Timing and power estimates are obtained for the worst case
125 C corner at 1.1 V. The power dissipation was estimated
using value change dump (VCD) data from simulations with
10 000 random input vectors; just as in the case of the 130-nm
evaluation. The timing we present includes switching of control
signals for changing operation mode of the twin-precision
multipliers.
The results from the placed-and-routed 65-nm 32-bit conventional and twin-precision BW and MB multipliers are shown in
Table I. The table shows the minimum delay and area for the
four different multiplier implementations, as well as the power
dissipation for the conventional multipliers and for the three different operation modes of the twin-precision multipliers.
7The process technologies are both 130 nm, however the vendors are different.
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TABLE I
DELAY, POWER, AND AREA ESTIMATES FOR 32-BIT CONVENTIONAL AND
TWIN-PRECISION BAUGH–WOOLEY AND MODIFIED-BOOTH MULTIPLIERS IN A
65-NM PROCESS

TABLE II
DELAY, POWER, AND AREA ESTIMATES FOR 32-BIT CONVENTIONAL AND
TWIN-PRECISION BAUGH–WOOLEY AND MODIFIED-BOOTH MULTIPLIERS IN A
130-NM PROCESS
Fig. 22. Fraction of narrow-width (16-bit) multiplications in the EEMBC
TeleBench and ConsumerBench suites.

dissipation of the MB implementations drastically increases relative a BW implementation when moving to the newer process.
VIII. WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION

The twin-precision implementation is about 200 ps slower
than its conventional counterpart. Further, the MB implementation is slightly faster than the corresponding BW implementation. The twin-precision BW implementation occupies 11%
more area than a conventional BW implementation, while for
the twin-precision MB implementation the increase in area is
only 3%, compared to the conventional MB.
More interestingly, there is a large power reduction when a
32-bit twin-precision multiplier operates on 16-bit data. The
power dissipation is reduced by more than 60%, when computing one 16-bit multiplication with the twin-precision BW
multiplier, compared to a conventional BW multiplier. If an application is adopted to compute two 16-bit multiplications in
parallel, the reduction in power dissipation per operation is improved further and would be close to 70%.
We can observe similar improvements for the twin-precision
MB multiplier, but the generally high power dissipation makes
MB a poor choice for low-power implementations.
For reference, Table II shows the same data for the 130-nm
process technology as Table I shows for the 65-nm process technology. We notice that the timing and area for the 32-bit conventional and twin-precision BW implementation show similar
results for the two different technologies. Considering power we
can see that the overhead for the twin-precision multiplier, when
operating on 32-bit data, is higher for the 65-nm technology.
However, the reduction in power when operating on 16-bit data
is significantly larger for the 65-nm process than for the older
130-nm process.
When comparing the MB implementations for the two different process technologies, the 65-nm process offers large improvements for the timing and area values. The BW implementations do not gain as much from scaling. However, the power

The SimpleScalar [26] (Version 3.0d) instruction-set simulator has been used to simulate ten different benchmarks from
the EEMBC [27] TeleBench and ConsumerBench benchmark
suites. This was done in order to get realistic data of the amount
of narrow-width (16-bit) multiplications in typical embedded
workloads. The sim-fast version of the SimpleScalar simulator
was modified such that the result for each executed multiplication is monitored: If a result is small enough to be represented
using only 16 bits, a counter variable is incremented. Fig. 22
shows the result from the simulations, with the number of
narrow-width multiplications shown as the percentage of the
total number of executed multiplications. The figure clearly
shows that many of the multiplications being performed could
be represented using only 16 bits. On average, for all the benchmarks and their different data sets, the fraction of narrow-width
operations is 52% of all executed multiplications.
The way the multiplications of the benchmarks were monitored assures that the result from the multiplier can indeed be
fed, without any truncation, directly to another unit operating
on narrow-width operands, since the result is only 16-bit wide.
However, this gives a pessimistic value of the number of narrowwidth multiplications that really exists in the benchmarks, since
only the input operands need to be explicitly expressed using 16
bits. Take for example the fast Fourier transform (FFT) benchmark, which works with 16-bit data: In the FFT benchmark
simulation 25–40% of the multiplications were found to be of
narrow-width type, depending on the input data. However, the
FFT benchmark works only with 16-bit data, which has the
consequence that the result of the multiplication is right-shifted
15 bits. This inherent truncation makes it possible to compute
all multiplications in narrow-width mode, as will be shown in
Section IX.
From the data given in Tables I and II, it is possible to calculate the energy dissipation when performing multiplications
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Fig. 24. Schematic view of the implemented processor datapath.

Fig. 23. Energy dissipation when varying the relation between 32-bit and
16-bit operands for twin-precision Baugh–Wooley multipliers in the 65-nm and
130-nm processes, relative their respective conventional multiplier.

with a certain fraction of 16-bit operands. Fig. 23 shows the energy dissipation for twin-precision Baugh–Wooley (BW) multipliers, as the fraction of signed 16-bit operands is varied. The energy is shown relative that of a conventional (signed) BW multiplier that dissipates roughly the same energy regardless of what
input operand bitwidth is used.
In the 65-nm process, for a twin-precision BW multiplier to
have equal to or less energy dissipation than a conventional BW
multiplier, at least 15%–18% of the operations have to be executed in 16-bit mode. For the 130-nm process, the same figure is
only 5%–7%. However, as the fraction of 16-bit operations increases, further to the right in the figure, the benefit of utilizing a
twin-precision multiplier increases more rapidly for the 65-nm
process.
The energy dissipation when performing the multiplications
for the ten chosen benchmarks can on average be reduced by
25%–28% for the 65-nm implementation and 21%–30% for the
130-nm implementation, if the 1 16-bit and 2 16-bit modes
would be utilized by the benchmarks. The energy reduction
from using the twin-precision technique is, thus, similar across
the entire set of workloads. Specifically an energy reduction of
about 25% can be expected for the multiplier unit.
IX. SIMD MULTIPLIER EXTENSION, A CASE STUDY
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) is a way of exploiting data parallelism in an application and is commonly
used in high-end and embedded processors. SIMD instructions
are commonly supported by a specialized datapath unit or
coprocessor [28]–[30] that requires additional hardware units
or as an intrinsic part of the standard datapath [31]–[34] that
commonly lack support for SIMD integer multiplications.
The twin-precision technique makes it possible to support
SIMD multiplications without the need to add another costly
multiplier unit. A designer can apply the twin-precision technique, at a very small cost, on the conventional multiplier of a
processor. This allows for SIMD multiplier functionality in processors, where it is normally not considered.

Fig. 25. Two 32-bit data items are converted to one packed 16-bit item.

To evaluate this possibility, we have chosen to modify a processor that is inspired by the MIPS R2000 [8]. The Arithmetic
Logic Unit (ALU) and the multiplier are modified such that the
processor not only can perform 32-bit operations, but such that
it also has support for performing operations on packed data.
Here, a packed data item represents the concatenation of two
16-bit data items; we henceforth refer to this as a packed 16-bit
data. A schematic of the implemented datapath is shown in
Fig. 24.
A. Instruction Set Extension
New instructions need to be augmented to the basic instruction set, in order to allow the processor to support 16-bit SIMD
operations. But to reduce the impact on the processor cycle time,
we add as few instructions as possible. Logical operations are
performed bit-wise, thus, their functionality is the same regardless if the data is 32-bit wide or if it is packed 16-bit data.
Therefore, there is no need to modify or add any instructions for
logical operations. To support arithmetic operations on packed
16-bit data, three new instructions are added: Addition (PADD),
subtraction (PSUB), and multiplication (PMULT). In order to
limit the instruction growth’s impact on performance, specialized instructions for shift, compare and branch are not added.
To ease conversion from 32-bit to packed 16-bit data, an instruction (PACK) is added: As illustrated in Fig. 25, PACK takes
two 32-bit data items, and generates a packed 16-bit data item
out of each respective lower 16 bits.
The conversion of a packed 16-bit data item into two 32-bit
data items is partly supported by existing instructions: i) The 16
higher bits of the packed 16-bit data item are extracted through a
shift of 16 positions to the right. This can either be done with the
conventional Shift Right Logic (SRL) or Shift Right Arithmetic
(SRA) instruction to get an unsigned or signed 32-bit data item.
ii) For the 16 lower bits, the upper half of the packed 16-bit data
is truncated (for unsigned representation) or it needs to represent
a sign extension (for signed representation). A truncation can be
done by a normal AND instruction, and a bit mask with ‘0’ for
the 16 higher bits and ‘1’ for the 16 lower bits. However, the
sign extension of the lower 16 bits can not be performed with
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TABLE III
ADDED INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PROCESSOR INSTRUCTION SET

Fig. 26. A 16-bit Sklansky adder can be modified to optionally support also
two 8-bit additions.

a single instruction from the conventional instruction set of the
processor. An instruction (SIGN16) that sign extends the lower
16 bits is therefore included.
Table III lists the five instructions that we add to the basic
instruction set and the functional units that subsequently need
to be modified, to provide the hardware support.
B. Arithmetic Logic Unit
The adder in the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) needs to be explicitly designed to support the PADD and PSUB instructions.
Our implementation is based on a Sklansky prefix adder [35], an
adder type which is known to represent a good trade-off between
performance and area. More importantly, for this work, it has
a SIMD-friendly structure that inherently offers the twin-precision capability for addition: By only cutting the carry chain
between the lower and the higher 16 bits of the adder, a 32-bit
Sklansky adder can also support the computation of two 16-bit
additions in parallel. The ALU part of our light-weight SIMD
extension relies on the insertion of a single AND-gate (A) in the
carry-propagation path and the connection of one of its inputs to
a control signal (T), see Fig. 26. If control signal T is high, the
adder will operate as a conventional 32-bit adder. On the other
hand, if T is low, the carry propagation path is broken, and the
adder will compute two 16-bit additions instead.
To support the PSUB instruction it is necessary to insert a
carry at position 16 of the adder: For this purpose we use, at
position 16, a circuit that generates the propagate and generate
signals from bits of the A and B operands and an input carry
signal (C).
The ALU is also extended with the PACK and SIGN16 instructions. These are low-complexity instructions, which only
cause input signals to be rerouted.
C. Evaluation and Results
The processor using the light-weight SIMD extension was
evaluated using the compiler, simulation and implementation
framework of the FlexSoC project [36], [37]. The experimental
framework consists of a compiler that reads MIPS assembly,

TABLE IV
DELAY, POWER, AND AREA ESTIMATES

and generates data traces used both for cycle-accurate architectural simulations and for logic simulation of our VHDL
implementations.
The experimental framework was updated so that the compiler supports the new PMULT, PADD, PSUB, PACK and
SIGN16 instructions. The VHDL implementation of the processor datapath was updated with the modified ALU and a
twin-precision Baugh–Wooley multiplier, as described in the
previous sections. In this implementation, in order to reduce
the critical path of the processor, the multiplier is pipelined
into two stages. Both the reference and the twin-precision enabled processor used multipliers that had one level of registers
situated between reduction tree and final adder.8 The VHDL
implementation does not include the logic for the control
circuitry, but timing and power estimates do include buffers
for the datapath’s control signals. The addition of only five instructions is expected to have a negligible impact on processor
performance, in terms of control circuitry.
To evaluate the added SIMD capability, we modified the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) application from the EEMBC
[27] TeleBench suite. The application implements a decimation-in-time 256-point 16-bit FFT. The application source code
was compiled to assembly using GCC mips-cross-compiler
with EEMBC’s default optimization flags set. The computational kernel was identified and MULT, ADD, and SUB
instructions were manually changed to PMULT, PADD, and
PSUB instructions when applicable. The PACK instruction was
used for packing the two 32-bit results from a PMULT instruction into one packed 16-bit data item. The SIGN16 instruction
was never used by the FFT application, but it is still included in
the implementation as a support for other applications.
VHDL implementations of the processor with and without
the light-weight SIMD extension were taken through a synthesis [22] and place-and-route [23] flow for the 130-nm
process used in previous sections. Delay and power estimations
are based on RC extracted data from the placed-and-routed
netlists. For power estimation, value change dump (VCD) data
from logic simulations of the FFT applications was used to
capture accurate switching activities. The presented power
estimates are defined at the maximum clock frequency for each
of the implementations.
Table IV shows the results for the two processor implementations. The delay and power values are almost identical; a 60-ps
and a 0.09-mW increase can be observed for the processor implementation with SIMD support. The processor with SIMD extension has a limited area penalty of 6%.
The number of executed cycles for the FFT application is reduced by 18%, when comparing the result from the original FFT
application executed on the conventional processor with that of
the execution of the SIMD-enabled FFT application executed on
8Pipelining a twin-precision multiplier is as straightforward as for conventional multipliers.
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bitwidths, depending on the application. One such reconfigurable architecture is that of the FlexSoC project [38]. In these
types of architectures it is necessary to have a multiplier that
can efficiently operate over a wide range of bitwidths. The
twin-precision technique, which offers flexibility at a low implementation overhead, makes it possible to efficiently deploy
these flexible architectures.
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the processor with SIMD extension; see Table V. This translates
into a 15% speedup of total execution time and a 14% energy
reduction for the SIMD-enabled FFT application.
The main memory was not modeled here and, thus, power
dissipation for memory accesses is not included. However, since
retrieving and storing the data of the FFT computation is done
on packed 16-bit data, where two 16-bit data items are read in
parallel, the SIMD implementation has 39–43% less read and
write accesses to main memory; see Table VI. This is close to
the optimal reduction of memory accesses that can be achieved
by utilizing SIMD execution. If all performed accesses are for
retrieving and storing data of the FFT computation, the number
of memory access could ideally be reduced by 50%, since two
data items are read in parallel. The reason that the reduction
of memory accesses deviates from the ideal is due to storing
and retrieving variables, such as address pointers, on the stack
located in main memory.
In embedded multimedia systems, access to main memory
and traffic on shared buses are two of the main concerns during
system design. With a non-ideal memory subsystem, the access
to memory could take longer time than the single clock cycle
we have assumed. This could have a larger negative impact on
the execution time for the conventional implementation. The
fewer number of accesses should also reduce the energy dissipation for the SIMD implementation, even though more accesses are 32-bit wide instead of 16-bit as for the conventional
implementation.
X. CONCLUSION
The presented twin-precision technique allows for flexible architectural solutions, where the variation in operand
bitwidth that is common in most applications can be harnessed
to decrease power dissipation and to increase throughput of
multiplications.
It turns out that the Baugh–Wooley algorithm implemented
on a HPM reduction tree is particularly suitable for a twin-precision implementation. Due to the simplicity of the implementation, only minor modifications are needed to comply with the
twin-precision technique. This makes for an efficient twin-precision implementation, capable of both signed and unsigned
multiplications.
Currently a lot of research is done on reconfigurable architectures, where the architecture can be adapted to the applications
that are being executed. Some of these proposed architectures
can adapt their arithmetic logic units to operate on different
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